Everyday Shooter Gameplay

Basics

Survive each level. When the song ends, the next level begins.

To move, press the arrow keys or use the analog stick on the gamepad.

To shoot, press W A S D or the four buttons on the gamepad. Each button shoots in a different Direction.

The only way to score points is to pick this up. Blinky ones score more points. Score enough to gain an extra life! Also, points can be used to unlock additional features in the game.

Chaining

Each level has a different chaining system for you to discover.

Understanding this chaining gameplay is the key to survival and a higher score.

For example, in the first level, shooting this enemy will ...

... make an explosion that looks like this.

... if you shoot the special explosion, it gets bigger and lasts longer.

Watch the animations closely to discover the chaining system for each level!

Tips

Move faster by not firing. Useful for getting out of sticky situations.

Rotate the gun by holding one shoot button while pressing another. To shoot without rotating, let go of all shoot buttons first.

Exploding enemies and points pickups will not hurt you.

But everything else will, so be careful!